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Backwards Design Template

Unintended Consequences
Name of lesson/ unit:____________________________________
Grade Level:
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Links to Standards: These links will take you to a web page
CCSS ELA
CCSS Math
CCSS History/SS
Next Gen Science
Fine Arts
PE/Health
Computer Science/Technology
Foreign Languages

Stage 1-Desired Results
Content Standard(s):
Copy and paste them here:

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.8.3 Analyze how a text makes connections among and
distinctions between individuals, ideas, or events (e.g., through comparisons,
analogies, or categories).
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Understanding(s):
Students will understand that . . .

there are unintended consequences
from behaviors/actions that can affect
individual lives as well as others.

Essential Question(s):
Why do actions have unintended
consequences?

Other Notes:

Connect understanding with a book, Chasing Lincoln's Killers. Bio of James
Wilkes Booth and a documentary.

Stage 2-Acceptable Evidence
Performance Task(s)
How do the students prove they understand the
concept(s)?
What are the tasks?

Quiz/Test for comprehension of above
Short answer rationale
Discussion with KWL of consequences
4-corners activity (morals and values)
Cause and effect charts
Creating their own documentary of
results
Debate

Other Evidence and Formative
Assessment works:
Performance Task, students will create a
scenario that will
(group 1) create a conflict and predict an
outcome
(group 2) brainstorm various outcomes of
conflict
and switch roles and repeat with new scenario
Whole Group: Students will write a
reflection/have discussions/debate using
scenario outcomes from other group

Rubric: Create a rubric at http://rubistar.4teachers.org/
Copy the url to the created rubric and paste it here:

http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php?screen=ShowRubric&rubric_id=2365234&
Stage 3- Learning Plan
Learning Activities:
Type your lesson plan here:
Begin with a 4-corners activity of morals and values.
KWL chart on Lincoln's assassination (expected/unexpected consequences)
Cause and effect mini lesson on Civil War
Fact and opinion mini lesson on John Wilkes Booth
During reading of book, tie in comprehension of materials (use of a double entry graphic organizer during reading of book)
Short answer/rationale-literature groups (focus on motives, analyze text for possible outcomes if John Wilkes Booth would of
stuck with original plan of kidnapping the President)
Effects of other people's participation (eg, doctors roles in assisting)
Text coding of causes and effects during reading
Final assessment choices:
Ripple Effect Time line, Court case to shoe guilt of others involved, Court case for participants if Booth didn't die
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Adapted from Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe-Understanding by Design

Lesson Contributors: Please type your names and your district’s name:
Kathye Brock-Wrobleki, Angela Wenskunas, Sarah Reusnow, Stephanie Bateman
Directions: Save this pdf and email it to trossman@roe35.org
Or pwasilewski@roe35.org
Thank you for sharing!

